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1. INTRODUCTION 
We consider real-valued functions defined on the interval [0, I]. We 
denote by d the set of derivatives; i.e., f~ A iff there is a differentiable 
function F such that F’ =f: Any such F is a primitive off and is uniquely 
determined up to a constant. To normalize, we denote by F(x) = j:f the 
primitive determined by F(0) = 0. This is the original Newtonian concept of 
integration as antidifferentiation. 
We study in this paper definability aspects of the 
Classical Problem of the Primitive: To reconstruct the primitive 
F of a given derivative J 
This goes back to the beginning of calculus and has been considered over 
the years in different lights as the concept of function has evolved (see 
[L2, P, S]). It was solved by Cauchy (for continuous functions) and later 
by Riemann (for Riemann-integrable functions) using their respective 
notions of integral. After various generalizations during the last half of the 
19th century, Lebesgue introduced in his thesis (1902) his concept of the 
integral. A primary motivation, as explained in his [Ll], is the solution of 
the problem of the primitive for a general derivative. Lebesgue integration 
resolves this in the case of bounded derivatives, in fact Lebesgue integrable 
ones. Finally, a completely general solution for an arbitrary derivative was 
achieved in 1912 by Denjoy. 
Denjoy develops a constructive concept of integration known as Denjoy 
totalization, which consists of a tram-finite iteration of Lebesgue integra- 
tions, computations of limits of sequences, and summations of series (see, 
e.g., [Bru, K]). For each given derivativef, totalization takes only a coun- 
table number of steps to produce the primitive. However, examples of 
derivatives for which this process takes an arbitrarily large countable 
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number of steps can be constructed. In other words, the concept of 
arbitrary countable ordinal is necessary in totalization. 
The question was therefore raised, to what extent translinite induction 
and the use of the totality of countable ordinals are necessary in the 
problem of reconstructing the primitive, as opposed to their use in a par- 
ticular process for doing that, such as Denjoy’s. (According to [P], Lusin’s 
Thesis (1915) was one of the first places where such a question was raised.) 
Other definitions of integrals, which avoid the use of ordinals, have been 
proposed; among them are the Perron integral, the Kurzweil-Henstock 
integral, etc. (see [Bu]). These can be used to recover the primitive of any 
derivative, but they are hardly constructive in any sense. 
We address this question here from the point of view of definability 
theory. Using concepts and methods of descriptive set theory, we seek to 
classify the complexity of the operation of antidifferentiation f ++ Jf: If this 
operation is sufficiently complex, i.e., not Bore1 (as we explain in a 
moment), then there is no simple constructive notion of integral-a kind of 
“super” Lebesgue integral-sufficient to invert any derivative. This means 
that it is necessary to use the totality of countable ordinals in any construc- 
tive antidifferentiation process. 
In order to make precise how we measure the complexity off ++ Jf, we 
have to make clear in what sense a derivative f is considered as “given.” 
Since every derivative is a Baire class 1 function, the most reasonable way 
to consider a derivative as “given” is via a “code” of it as a Baire class 1 
function, i.e., in terms of a sequence of continuous functions converging 
pointwise to it. One might object that such a sequence gives somehow too 
much information about f; however, the main point of our results below is 
that one cannot define simply the primitive of A euen with this extra 
information given. 
Let C( [0, 1 ] ) denote the Polish space of real-valued continuous func- 
tions on [0, l] with the uniform metric and C( [0, 11)‘” (w= (0, 1, 2, . ...}) 
the Polish space of infinite sequences f= {f,,} of such functions (with the 
product topology). Let 
CN= {~EC([O, 11)“‘: Vx{f,(x)) converges} 
be the class of pointwise convergent sequences of continuous functions, and 
for f~ CN let f = limf be defined by f (?s) = lim, f,(x) for x E [0, 11. Then 
CN is a TI i (coanalytic) subset of C( [0, 11)“’ which is actually TIi-complete 
and hence not Borel. Let 
If (CN, 3 H limf) is viewed as a “coding system” for Baire class 1 func- 
tions, then 2 is the set of “codes” of derivatives. First we seek to classify 
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the complexity of A by classifying the complexity of 2 in the projective 
hierarchy of C([O, 11)“. The first result here was proved by M. Ajtai 
several years ago and provides an upper bound. 
THEOREM 1 (Ajtai, unpublished). The SPY 2 is Z7: (in C( [0, 1 I)‘“). 
The following completes the classification. 
THEOREM 2. The set 2 is not Xi on CN; i.e., there is no YEi (analytic) 
set S such that, for f~ CN, f~ S iff f~ ii. 61 fact, the same holds for 
6, A, the set of bounded derivatives of absolute value < 1; i.e., if b, A = 
{fe CN: limfEbl A}, then b,A is not C: ou CN. 
This result does not just say that d is not E:; the latter can be easily 
derived from the proof that CN is not Xi. It states the much stronger fact 
that there is no ?Z: property which, given any’ f~ CN, expresses that f 
“codes” a derivative. In other words, “given” a Baire class 1 ,function, the 
property of being a derivative is ZZ: but not C: . 
This computes the complexity of the domain of the operation of antidif- 
ferentiation. For the operation itself one has first the following upper 
bound. 
THEOREM 3 (Ajtai, unpublished). The operation of antidtjjferentiation is 
A :. More precisely, there are relations P, S G C( [0, 1 ] )” x K!’ with P IT! and 
S L’: such that, for x, J’E [w andfE CN such that lim f=f E A, 
y < 
c 
oyf-a P(J x, y) * S(L .x, y). 
By standard effective descriptive descriptive set theory (see beginning of 
§5), Theorem 3 implies Theorem 1. Ajtai’s proof of Theorem 1 and 3 uses 
nonstandard models and Denjoy totalization (oral communication). An 
alternative way to prove Theorem 3 (given in Section 5 below) is to show 
that the transfinite process in the Denjoy totalization off terminates at 
some ordinal recursive in f (where f = limf). This approach uses also a 
crucial boundedness argument due to Woodin. 
The classification is completed by 
THEOREM 4. The operation of antidtjjferentiation is not Borel. More 
precisely, there is no Bore1 set B G C( [0, 1 ] )“’ such that, for 1~ CN with 
f = limfe A, 
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This demonstrates that the totality of countable ordinals is necessary in 
any constructive process for recovering the primitive, since no “simple 
analytical” operation suffices for this purpose. We take here as a necessary 
characteristic of such an operation that it be Bore1 (in the codes). This is 
clearly the case for Riemann or Lebesgue integration, taking of limits of 
sequences, summation of series, etc. So one can argue that arbitrary coun- 
table ordinals are intrinsically connected with the operation of recovering 
the primitive itself, and not just with a particular process of reconstruction, 
like Denjoy’s. 
The proof of Theorem 4 is based on a new characterization of the d t (or 
hyperarithmetic) reals. Call a sequence f~ C( [0, 11)” recursiue if it is a 
recursive sequence of recursive functions. Call a Baire class 1 function f 
recursive if f= lim f for a recursive f: Recall also that a real x E [w is A t (or 
hyperarithmetic) iff {r E Q : r < x > is A t. Theorem 3 can now be rephrased 
as follows: 
THEOREM 3* (Ajtai, unpublished). LetfE CN withf= limfc A. Then sf 
is A i(f). In particular, iff E A is recursive, then j; f is A t. 
Note that, if fe 1 is recursive and f = limJ, then F= s f is by its delini- 
tion a #-singleton (i.e., {F} is n:). The fact that it is actually Ai is based 
ultimately on Denjoy totalization; this gives a clear quantification of the 
constructive aspects of this process. (In the other nonconstructive processes 
of integration that are used to recover any primitive, one is using objects 
that are already of roughly the same complexity as the primitive itself.) 
Our main result is the converse of the second part of Theorem 3*. 
MAIN THEOREM. Let XE R. Then the following are equivalent: 
(i) x is A:; 
(ii) x = j; f for some recursive derivative 1: 
Similarly, given a real r, x E R is A:(r) iff x = j; ffor some derivative f recur- 
sive in r. 
The proof of this theorem involves effective transiinite recursion based 
on the Kleene Recursion Theorem. 
We can combine the Main Theorem with results of Matiyasevich on 
diophantine representation of recursively enumerable sets to obtain for- 
mulas characterizing the hyperarithmetic reals, involving only classical 
notions of analysis. Call a function analytically expressible if it can be 
expressed by a (finite) explicit formula involving the basic elementary func- 
tions (rational functions with integer coefficients, sin x, cos x, $, x “, 1 x I, 
etc.) and infinite sums C,“=,. 
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THEOREM 5. The Ai reals are exactI-v those of the form j: cp, where rp is 
an analytically expressible derivative. In fact, cp can be taken to have the 
form 








=(n- [&I’+ 1)2 
+ f 4 sin’ 
m 
( 
C&l - Lyh* 
m=lm 2(n-[JFz]2+1)CoSm X-n-[&]2+1 ) ’ 
a, = c max(O, 1 - Q(n, rii)‘), 
ni 
Q(n, 6) an exponential polynomial with integer coefficients, and C, taken 
either from 0 to a3 or from 0 to 22”N (f or some N depending on Q). Here [x] 
is the integer part of x. 
This result demonstrates clearly the “definability gap” between a 
derivative and its primitive. A derivative given by a simple analytical 
formula can have an immensely complex primitive. 
This paper is organized as follows. In Section 2 we prove the Main 
Theorem, and infer Theorem 4 and (using Ajtai’s Theorems) the first part 
of Theorem 2. In Section 3 we prove Theorem 5. A proof of both parts of 
Theorem 2 is given in Section 4; it is unrelated to the arguments used in 
Section 2, and does not use Ajtai’s results. For the reader’s convenience, we 
sketch a proof of Ajtai’s Theorems in Section 5. Finally, in Section 6 we 
discuss some open problems. 
We use standard terminology and notation in descriptive set theory. For 
this and the basic results in this subject that we use without explicit 
mention, we refer to [MO]. 
2. PROOF OF THE MAIN THEOREM 
In this section, we will prove the Main Theorem and its consequences, 
the lower bounds for the complexities of 2 (using Ajtai’s Theorems) and 
the antidifferentiation operation. Since the proofs use methods of effective 
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descriptive set theory, we will start by giving codings of various objects by 
natural numbers. 
The coding of partial recursive functions by natural numbers is well 
known, as is the coding of finite sequences of natural numbers. A function 
f~ C( [0, 11) is recursive iff there is a (total) recursive function g: w + w 
such that, for each n, g(n) codes a piecewise linear continuous function 
f,: [0, l] + [w with rational corner points (so g(n) only needs to code a 
finite amount of information) such that 1 f,(x) -f (x)1 < 2-” for all 
x E [0, 11; a code for g can be taken as a code for J: A sequence 
bJ E C(l?A 11) “’ is recursive iff each g, is recursive and there is a recur- 
sive k: w --) III such that, for each n, h(n) is a. code of g,,; a code for such 
an h is a code for (g,>. 
The coding for Ai reals is not so straightforward because we need one 
with special properties. Actually, it will be more convenient to code Ai 
members of 2’” rather than reals. For the moment, we will just assume that 
we have a coding with the properties we need; the construction of such a 
coding is given in an Appendix. 
Assumption. We have a set of codes CS o, a coding function 
I: Ca {-f~2~ :X is At}, an d a rank function r : C + o1 such that: 
(i) There are partial recursive functions c : w + w and i : w -+ 2’” 
such that c(e) = 1 and i(e) = Z(e) for eE C with r(e) =O, and c(e) =0 for 
e E C with r(e) > 0; 
(ii) There is a partial recursive function h: ox o -+ o such that, if 
e E C and r(e) > 0, then h(e, n) E C and r(h(e, n)) < r(e) for all n E w, and 
Z(e) = lim Z((h(e, n)); 
n + E 
(iii) For any recursive function G: o x “2 x “‘2 + “‘2, there is a 
partial recursive function g : o x o x w + w such that, for any n E o and 
e,,e,EC, we have g(n,el,e2)EC, r(g(n,e,,e,))~max(r(e,), de,)), and 
4g(n, e,, e2))=G(n, ICeI), 4e2)). 
The construction in the Appendix and the proof of the Main Theorem 
go through unchanged if “recursive” and “A:” are relativized to a point x 
in R or 19; therefore, we will only give the absolute versions. 
One direction of the Main Theorem follows immediately from Ajtai’s 
Theorem 3* : ifJE d is recursive with limit x then J f is A i(f) and hence A i, 
so l:f is Al. For the other direction, note that it will suffice to handle At 
reals of absolute value at most 1, since multiplying a recursive sequence in 
2 by a constant rational number gives another recursive sequence. There- 
fore, the Main Theorem follows from the following lemma. 
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LEMMA. For any Ai real number a with 1 a 1 < 1, there is a recursive 
sequence f= { fn ) E J such that :fJO) =fn( 1) = 0 for all n; iff = limx then 
1 j:f 1 < 1 for all x E [0, 1] and i,!,f= a; and, for all II E LL) and x E [0, 11, 
.W) ZO impliesf,,, ,(-~)=fi,(-y). 
Proof: By a “binary expansion” of a real .Y E [ - 1, l] we will mean a 
sequence X E 2” such that B(Z) = ( - 1 )I-(” C,:=, 2-“.?(n) is equal to x. 
Since 1 a 1 < 1, a has a binary expansion ti E 2’“, which is also A t. We will 
therefore prove that there is a partial recursive function P: Q + o’ such 
that, for each e E C, P(e) is a code for a recursive sequence f satisfying the 
conclusions of the Lemma for a = B(Z(e)). The proof will be by effective 
translinite recursion on the rank r(e); this means that, given a partial recur- 
sive function PO, we must effectively construct a partial recursive function 
P so that, for any ordinal r, if PO works as desired for all eE C such that 
r(e) < tl, then P works as desired for all e E C such that r(e) da. 
If e has rank 0, and a= &l(e)), then we can let P(e) be a code 
for f,(x) = 6ax( 1 -x), which gives f  (.u) = lim, _ oc, f,(x) = 6ax( 1 - x) and 
ji f  = 3ax’ - 2ax3. (We use (i) of the assumption here.) So suppose e has 
rank greater than 0. Then (ii) of the assumption gives a recursive sequence 
<etn: me(o) of codes with rank less than r(e) such that, if a,,= I(e,), then 
lim m _ ,~, a,,, = a = Z(e). Let bk.,n be the rational number 2 -“( - 1 )O”i’o) G,(k). 
For each k, the sequence (bk,,,, : rnE o) is eventually constant: let b, 
be its limit. Then Ibk,,7,1<2pk, lb,1 ~2~“, and, since If=, b,= 
(-l)“‘“‘C”=, 2-‘G(i), we have Ia-Ck=, hiI <2-k, where a=B(ci). 
Clearly ( bk., : k, m E o) is obtained recursively from (5, : m E o). 




sgn bk.,, - c -. ) I?!,, : 
>=I 
where L(m) = [log? m] and sgn(.u) is - 1, 0, or 1 when .Y ~0, x =O, or 
x > 0, respectively. Since L is a nondecreasing function and b,,,, is either 0 
or f2Pk, b,~, - CrzP1’ zk,i is an integral multiple of 2Pk-L(m’P ‘; therefore, 
EyeI zk,j lies between ~~z-l’ zk,; and b,,, (inclusive), and 
b k.m - 
Ii-- I 
bk~,,,- 1 zk,, -2-“- L’m)-1 
i= 1 
unless b k.m = c;=;’ zk.i. Since 1 b,,,, I < 2-k, an easy induction gives 
ICY=, zk,,l 62-k. If M is such that b,,, = b, for all m > M, then, since 
2-L’“’ Z l/m, we can find M’> M such that Crl ic, 2-k- L(m’-’ 2 2.2-&; 
it follows that C,“l, zk,,, = b, and zk,,, = 0 for all m > M’. 
Let yk,, = 2k+ L(m)zk.,,; then yk,, is 0 or f l/2, so y,,, has a binary 
expansion yk.m such that jk,,(n) = 0 for n > 2, and yk.,, r 2 is (0, 0), 
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(0, 1 ), or (1, 1). Then jk,m r 2 is obtained (uniformly) recursively from k, 
m, and (ai : i6m). Now, by applying part (iii) of the assumption, we get, 
effectively from (e m : m E w  ), a double sequence (e;,, : k, m 3 1) such that 
ek.,, is a code for jk,m and r(ek,m) d maxy=, r(e,) < r(e). Apply the induc- 
tion hypothesis (i.e., the given function PO) to e;.,, to get a code for a 
sequence f f? > n E co E CN satisfying the conclusions of the lemma for y,.,. 
Let f k*m = lim,, m f:", and let Fk,” be the primitive of fk," (so 
Fk,“(0) = 0). For k 20, let xk = 1 - l/(k + 1); for k >/ 1 and m > 0, let 
xk,,,=&-(Xi-&-, )/m. Then x0 = 0, xk increases with limit 1 as k 
increases, -‘ck.O = xk _ 1, and xk m increases to xk as m increases. Now define 
fnE c([ot ll): 8 XE [Xk,m-l, Xk,m ] for some k, m 2 1 with k + m 6 n, let 
exk,rn - Xk,m - 1 
for all other x, let f,(x) = 0. (Since f,“,“(O) =fi-“( 1) = 0, f, is well-defined 
and continuous.) Clearly a code for the sequence (f,> can be obtained 
effectively from a code for ( {f,k’m}nso :,k,m> l), therefore from 
(eL : k, m B 1 ), therefore from (e m : m E o), and finally from e; define 
P(e) to be this code. 
To complete the proof, we must show that, if PJe’) has the required 
properties for all e’ such that r(e’) < r(e) (and in particular for e’ = eh,,), 
then P(e) is defined and has the required properties. We have already 
shown that P(e) is defined and codes {f,,} E C( [0, 11)“. Clearly 
f,(O) =f?y(O)Px ,,, = 0 and f,( 1) = 0. The fact that f,(x) # 0 implies 
f,, 1(x) =fn(x) follows easily from the corresponding fact about f,“,“, since 
k+m<n implies k +m<n + 1. It is also clear that {fn} E CN with limit A 
where f(l)=0 and, for XE [x~,~-~,x~.~], 
f(x)= 
2~k~L~m~k~m~~X-xk,m-‘~/~Xk,m-~k,m~~)) 
Xk,m - Xk.m- I 
Define F by F( 1) = a and, for x E [x,,,_ , , x~,,,], 
k-1 m-1 
F(x)= 1 bi+ 1 z~,~+~-~~~(~)F~J” . 
i=l j=l 
xl”-“=m-l 
.m k.m- 1 > 
We will be done once we show that ) F(x)/ < 1 for all x and F’ =f; for the 
latter, the only nontrivial part is showing that F has left derivative 0 at the 
points xk (k 3 1) and 1. 
Clearly 1 F(l)1 d 1. If 0 <x < 1, find k, m such that XE [xk,+ ,, xk,,,], 
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and let y= (X-xk.m~l)/(Xk,m--Y. 
2-k, and I FkSm( v)l ,< 1, so 
r,mpl); then lbil 62-j, I~JY~‘~k~,I 6 
k-l m-1 
I F(x)/ = 1 b; + c zk.i+ 2-kPL’m)Fk,m(y) 
,=I /=I 
k-l 
< 2 2-‘+2~k+2~k&~n7- - , -2 -k+2-k-L(m)< 1 
i= 1 
To see that F has left derivative 0 at .xk, suppose:x,z.,, < x < xk, where A4 
is so large that zk.,,= 0 fd?‘hz 2 M. -Let M be s&h that x E [xk,+ 1, x~.~] 
(so m > M). Then 
If’h-f’b)l 6 iF(Xk)--(Xk.,,-,)I + IF(.u,,,,m,)-F(x)1 
<0+2- , 
2 k- Um)<2- k.- 
m 
and 




fbk) - f’(x) &i-z 
Xk - x 
<2-k.2k(k+ l).-----. 
m ’ 
since m + co as x increases to xk, F has left derivative 0 at xk. 
Finally, to see that F has left derivative 0 at 1, suppose 
.x E [.xk.m ~ ,, -Yk,m], and let’y= (.~--k,m~,)/(Xk.m-Xk,m-l). Then 
IF(l)-F(x)l < lF(l)-F(x,m,)l + IF(.u, ~,)-F(x)1 




1 -.Y ’ l/(k+ 1) 
=4(k+ 1)2-k. 
As x increases to 1, k + cc and (k + 1) 2 -k + 0; therefore, F’( 1) = 0. This 
completes the proof of the lemma and the Main Theorem. 
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The proof that antidifferentiation is not Bore1 is now easy. Suppose there 
were a Bore1 set BE C( [0, 11)‘” such that for all 3~ d we had 
B(f) o j: limf> 0. Th en, since y + JAY= JA (f-t y) for any real number y, 
there would be a Bore1 set B’ G C( [0, 11)” x R such that, for all y E [w and 
f~ 1, B’(j: y) c-) y < s:f: Fix a real parameter r and an ordinal CI recursive 
in r such that B’ is AZ(r). It follows that, for any ~EJ, j; limfis Az(r,f); 
if 3 is recursive in r, then JA lim 3 is AZ(r). But it is well-known that there 
are A:(r) reals which are not AZ(r), and by the Main Theorem (in its 
relativized form) such reals can be expressed in the form s; lim 3 with 3~ J 
recursive in r, so we have a contradiction. 
To prove that 3 is not E: on CN, we must see that there is no X1 set 
A such that A n CN = 2. Let 
S,={3d([O, l])“:V ~EWVXE CO, 11 (L(x) =O orfAx) =f,+ 1(x))); 
clearly S, is closed and S, E CN. If a set A as above existed, then the IIt 
set iin S, would be equal to the Xi set A n Si, so an S, would be Ai (i.e., 
Borel). Then, by Ajtai’s Theorem, the set B’ E C( [0, 11)” x lR defined by 
B’(J y) -3~ 2 n S, and 1 < s 'f 0 
would be A i and hence A:(r) for some parameter r and some IY recursive 
in r. There are d :(r) reals of absolute value less than 1 which are not A:(r), 
and by the Lemma such reals can be expressed as ji limf with 3~ d n S, 
recursive in r: thus we have a contradiction as before. 
3. ANALYTICAL EXPRESSIONS 
By combining the Main Theorem with results on Diophantine represen- 
tation of recursively enumerable sets, we will show that the A: reals are just 
the reals expressible in the form j,!, cp, where cp is an analytically expressible 
derivative. 
First, suppose cp is an analytically expressible derivative, say having an 
analytical expression involving n infinite sums. Then cp is a recursive Baire 
class n function, i.e., a recursive n-times-iterated limit of recursive functions. 
Since cp is a derivative, cp must be a Baire class 1 function. Therefore, by 
Louveau’s theorem [L], cp is a recursive-in-r Baire class 1 function for 
some A : real r. Then, by Ajtai’s Theorem, j; cp is A :(r) and hence A :. 
Conversely, suppose a is a A: real. Then a = l:f for some recursive 
Baire class 1 function, and we will show that any such f is analytically 
expressible. 
For n 3 1 and 0 <k <n, define (P,,.~ E C(CO, 11) by (P~JAx) = 
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max(O, l/n - Ix-k/n I). We know that f can be expressed in the form 
lim,- z f,,, where {fn} is recursive. By the definition of {fn> being 
recursive, we can recursively choose codes for continuous piecewise linear 
functions x, with rational corner points such that 1 Tfi(,c?c) -f,,(x)1 < 2 -’ for 
all n and x. Fix n, and let k be least such that all I’S at which Tn 
changes slope are integral multiples of l/k. For 0 <,j< k let .v; be the 
integral multiple of l/k closest to ,7,, (the lower one in case of a tie). 
Let ,i’,) be the piecewise linear function passing through the points (,j/k, ;), 
O<j< k, and having no other corner points; then ,Tn is continuous, 
/ fn,(x, -j&,1 < l/k d 2 “7 and the slopes of the segments making up ,f, 
are all integers. Let g, =A, and g,,+ , =,f,,, + , -.f,,. We have now shown that 
fcan be expressed in the form C:E0 g,,, where {g,,) is a recursive sequence 
of continuous piecewise linear functions with rational corner points and 
integral slopes. 
Fix n again, and let N>, 1 be least such that g,,(O) and all points .Y at 
which g, changes slope or crosses the s-axis (i.e., g,,(x) =O#gL(.u)) are 
integral multiples of l/N. Since g,, has integral slopes, g,(k/N) is an integral 
multiple of l/N for each k. Therefore, g,, = C,“=, g,,(k/N) . N. cpN.k ; since 
g,,(k/N) N is an integer, we can write g,, = x,*?0 h ,,,,, where each A,,~, is of 
the form &(P~.~ for some k. Note that, for any X, the terms of this sum 
which are nonzero at .Y all have the same sign at s, since g,, crosses the 
.x-axis only at multiples of l/N. Now 
n=O n=o /=o 
and since the terms of the inner sum all have the same sign for a given n 
and x, we can expand the double sum into a single sum without affecting 
convergence. Therefore,fcan be expressed in the form C,:o( - l)“, (P,,+ ,,‘i,, 
where {a,}, ini}, and {k,) are recursive sequences. 
We will now show that everyf which can be expressed in the above form 
is analytically expressible. Let (i,j) = i’+j; this function is 1-l on 
{(i,j)~oxw:iajj. If n=(i,j) and i>j, then i=[$] (where [x] is 
the greatest integer <x) and j= n - [$I’. 
Now define a recursive g as follows: Fix a Turing machine A4 which 
computes aI, n,, and k, from j. Let c, be a code of the M-computation of 
these values from j, in such a form that the verification of the validity of 
(j, CJ,, n,, kj, ci) is a computation which takes time polynomial in c,. Let 
g(-l)=O and, forj30, 
s(j) = (b,, glj- 11. c,, 0,’ k,, n,>, 
where (.Y] , . . . . x,,) = ( ( (s, , .Y~ ), .y3 > . , s,, ) and 
b I =21+“i+r”,+k,+~,+~l/~~ 1) 
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The function g is strictly increasing; in fact, since b, is so large, the range 
A of g is polynomial-time decidable. By the Davis-Putnam-Robinson 
Theorem, A is exponential Diophantine, and by going through the proof of 
Matiyasevich [Ma] one can extract more precise information: there is an 
exponential polynomial Q(i, Gz) with integer coefficients (i.e., a difference of 
two exponential polynomials with natural number coefficients) such that 
in A iff WiQ(i, Gz) = 0, and if such an rii exists then it is unique and 
bounded by 22R(” for some polynomial R. Clearly we can take R(i) to be iN 
for some fixed N (since 0, 1 $ A); furthermore, by either increasing N or 
adding dummy variables vj and replacing Q with Q’+2;$, we may 
assume that 4 consists of N variables m,, . . . . ~2~. Therefore, we have 
expressed f in the form 
2 ‘(j)( - ’ luci) (Pn(i) + 1, k(j), 
where n(i)=i-[$I’, k(i)=[$]-[$I*, c(i)=[$]-[$12, and 
a(i)= f max(O, 1 - Q(i, G)*) 
m,, . WIN = 0 
= $ max(O, 1 - Q(i, 2)‘). 
m, , . . . . rn,v = 0 
It is not hard to see that this is an analytical expression. (Note 
that max(O, x) = f(x + 1 x I) and ( - l)‘(‘) = cos ncr(i). [x] is analytically 
expressible since [x] = x - (27rx mod 2x)/271, 
x mod 271= f max(O, rt - 2” I(( -x) mod 2n) - 2 -“x I), 
and the function being summed here is the sum of its Fourier series. If you 
want, you can also express 1 x 1 as ,,@ and rc as ,/m.) 
Note that any function f of the form C,? o a(i) ( - 1 )@’ qncij + ,, k(i) with 
a, g, n, k recursive (such that the series converges) is clearly a recursive 
Baire class 1 function. 
One may replace (P,+(X) in the above expression with a Fourier series 
1 1 
g ?+ f 8sin2mcosm x-! 
( m2 2n lH=l ( >> n 
Also, one can make a slight simplification in the expression. Note that 
changing the parity of i changes the parity of (i,j). Therefore, by replacing 
bj with b, + 1 for suitably selected j in the definition of g, one may ensure 
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that g(j) = aj (mod 2). This implies that (- l)““‘= (- l)i for in A, so we 
can replace ( - 1)““’ with ( - 1)’ in the expression forf: Therefore, we finally 
end up with the form given in Theorem 5. 
One might ask whether a simpler expression can be obtained. For this, 
it may be useful to note that certain modifications to the proof of the Main 
Theorem (replacing 6a.4 I -x) with a piecewise linear function and So,,, 
with a nearby rational number) allow us to consider only functionsf of the 
form CC;, (- 1 P (Pi,+ I,k,(-~)l such that the terms in the sum are even- 
tually 0 for any fixed X; also, more recent results of Matiyasevich and 
others may be relevant. An interesting special case of this question would 
be whether every d: real can be expressed in the form 
2n c* 
i‘ c (a, cos H.Y + b, sin n.u) 0 n=O 
for some recursive sequences (a, : n E o), (b, : rr E 0). This might require 
extra care in the proof of the Main Theorem, since not every recursive 
Baire class 1 (or even recursive) function of period 271 can be expressed as 
a trigonometric series [Ba, pp. 12331281. 
4. THE COMPLEXITY OF b, A 
We will prove here Theorem 2 in its stronger form, i.e., the statement 
-. 
that 6, A 1s not C: on CN. (To see that this is indeed stronger, we argue 
as follows: If 1 is Xi on CN and Q E Xi is such that an CN= Q n CN, 
then, for f~ CN, 
f~ b,d ORE Q and Vx() lim,f,,(.u)l 6 1) 
-3~ Q and Vx V rational 6 > 0 Vn 3n > N 1 f,(.u)l -c 1 + 6. 
Since the set S defined by 
(J X) E So V rational 6 > 0 Vn 3m > n( I f,(x)1 < 1 + 6) 
is G, in C( [0, 11)” x [0, 1 ] and [0, 1 ] is compact, it follows that 
(3: V.x(J x) E s> 
-. 
is G,, so b,A 1s Xi on CN.) 
Denote by D the class of differentiable functions on [0, l] viewed as a 
subset of C([O, 11). By [Maz] or [KW], D is a II:-complete set. Let 
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1 1 D : D + wi be a IT!-norm on D. The key lemma that we will prove is the 
following, where as in Section 2 we let 
LEMMA. For each a < co,, there is SE S, such that limf=f E h, A and 
ISf In= 
Let us see first how this lemma implies Theorem 2. Assume, towards a 
contradiction, that 6, A is Ef on CN, and let A G C([O, 11)” be a Et set 
such that, forfe CN, - 
f~ A 0 1imfE h, d. 
Let 
R(f) o LEA andfES,. 




where j: g(y) dy denotes Lebesgue integration, is Bore1 on b, d x C( [0, 11) 
(note that only rational x need be considered). But clearly (A F)E L 
implies F= s lim$ Since R is a X1 subset of 6, A, 
R’=(RxC([O,l]))nL={(~F):ftRandF=jlimf} 
is E;t, so 
R”={F:jf(f,F)eR’} 
is a Xc: subset of D. By the Boundedness Theorem for II:-norms, there is 
5 < o1 such that VFE R” (1 FI D < t), which implies V(J F) E R’ (IF I ,, < 5) 
and hence 
Now apply the lemma with any a > 5 to get a contradiction. 
So it remains only to prove the lemma. The proof is based on an analysis 
of Mazurkiewicz’s proof of the TIi-completeness of D. (For an exposition 
of this proof, see [KW].) 
For closed intervals Z, JC (0, 1) let I< J mean that max(Z) < min(.Z). Fix 
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a bijection g: w<” -+ o with g(D) = 0. Define inductively on l/z(s) (the 
length of s), for s E oiw, closed intervals J,, K, as follows: 
Let J, = K, = [0, 11. For each closed interval 1, denote by ZcL’ and ZfR’ 
its left and right closed halves, respectively, and let 111 be its length. 
Assuming J, and K,r have been defined, choose closed intervals J,s ,. ;(, j < 
J ,A<,)<JsA<z> < . within the interior of K, such that supn max( J,y h in) ) is 
less than the midpoint of K,,. Then let K., n ;,l, be concentric with J, n cn> 
such that 
Note that all of the intervals KIR’ are pairwise disjoint. In fact, for 
s, tEO<‘“, 
where < kB is the Kleene-Brouwer ordering on IJJ<“; i.e., s < kB t iff either 
s 2 t or there is a k such that s(k) # t(k) and if k, is the least such k, then 
s(k,) < t(k,). Indeed, if s 2 t, then KIR’ L J,, cmj, where t h (m) G s, so 
KtR’ < KjR’; on the other hand, if s = p n (n) A q, t =p A (nz) h q’, and 
n>rn then K’.R’sJ KcR’z J p” <?I*\~ 
TC $<“’ is a kell-foend!% tree. then 
and J, A <,,) <J,,, <nr). Hence, if 
K,= {K~R’:s~T} 
is well-ordered by < in the order type of the KleeneeBrouwer ordering of 
T. Note that the limit points of this ordering of T are those s E T for which 
there are infinitely many n with s” (n) E T; for such s, 1s 1 KB = 
lim{ls^(n)l,,: sA (n) E T). For every such limit point s, note that 
x,=sup{max(Kj?<,>) :‘s”(n)~ T > is less than min(K,iR’) by our con- 
struction. So the picture of K, looks like 
gap gap 
l-i k--1 
[--I [--I... [--I [--I... [ - ] “‘_ 
t t 
lim lim 
If cr= (X7 : s is a limit point of T}, then C, is closed. 
To each tree T on o<” Mazurkiewicz assigns a function F, E C( [0, 11) 
as follows: 
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For each interval I= [a, 61, let q(x) = (p(x; I) be defined by 
16(x - a)’ (x - b)’ 
(b-a)3 ’ 
if XEZ; 
cpk 4 = 
0, otherwise. 
Put 
FT(X) = c cp(x; KjR’). 
SET 
If F*E D, clearly 1 F&(x)1 < M for some absolute constant M. Mazurkiewicz 
proves that 
T is well-founded o F, E D. 
From this it follows immediately that 
Vtx<o,3T[Tiswell-foundedand IFrlo)cr]. 
Since FT(0) = 0, F, = j PT, so it will be enough to prove that, for each 
well-founded T, there is f~ CN with f~ S, and limf= Ff. 
First note that, if x 6 C,, then F; is continuous on some interval around 
X, while if x E C,, then F, = 0 in some interval [x, x + h], so F;(x) = 0. We 
will now define our sequence f= {fn ). First, for each x E CT, let Z\” be an 
open interval of length less than i and center x, whose endpoints are not 
in C, or any KiR’ (s E T). Cover C, by finitely many of those intervals, say 
p J, , “‘3 ZE’,O,. Let Zj’ = Z.t’. Let f. = 0 in c u . . . u Z$oj and f. = Fh outside 
zy u . . . u Pm(o,. Note that Fh= 0 at each endpoint of c, . . . . c(oj, since 
these endpoints do not belong to CT or any KjR’; hence, Jo is continuous. 
Next, for each x E CT, let I:’ be an open interval of length < 1/22 and 
center x, whose endpoints are not in CT or in any KiR) (s E T), and such 
that I:’ c c for some j < m(0). As before, cover C, by Z-z’, . . . . Zl;lm)(l, and let 
Zj = I:‘; then define fi to be 0 in Z: u . . . u IL(,) and F& outside 
z:u .*- uz& Again fi is continuous. Proceed this way inductively to 
define f2, f3, . . . . 
Clearly f,(x) -+ F>(x) for each X. Moreover, since by our construction 
zlf u . . . u IL,,, E z; - l u . . . u zf$l 1) for each n > 0, it is clear that f~ S,, 
so our proof is complete. 
5. AJTAI'S THEOREM 
We will sketch here a proof of Theorem 3*: if f~ CN and f = lim 3~ A, 
then JOE A:(f). From this one can show that 2 is ZZ: (Theorem 1) as 
follows. For 3~ C( [0, 1 I)“, 
3ea 0 3~ CN and ~FE A:(f) (F’ = limf). 
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By the Restricted Quantification Theorem of Kleene, 1 is I7:. Similarly, to 
prove Theorem 3, note that, if J;E CN, I, y E R, and lim f=f~ A, then 
J< ~‘f~%‘~A~(~)(F’=fandF(O)=OandF(x)>~) s 0 
These two expressions define respectively I7:, C: formulas P, S as in the 
statement of Theorem 3. 
For the proof of Theorem 3* we will assume familiarity with the process 
of Denjoy totalization as given, for example, in [Bru]. The argument 
below involves a definability analysis of a variant of this process. In the 
following, “integrable” means “Lebesgue integrable.” 
Let f~ CN, f= lim r Define the following derivative operation on closed 
subsets of [0, 11: 
P H P’ = (X E P: For every open neighborhood I of .x,fis 
nonintegrable on In P ).. 
Since f is a Baire class 1 function, we can easily see that P’ is nowhere 
dense in P. Now define inductively P” = P; by 
PO= [O, 11; 
P z+ 1 = (P”)‘; 
p” = n p”, 1, limit. 
I < i 
Let a,<~, be least such that PO”‘= 0. 
CLAIM. The ordinal a0 is less than s:(f) (the least ordinal not in At(f)), 
and (P”),,., is A:(f). 
Proof Let 
A={(a,b):a,bEQ, O<a<hbl}. 
For (a, b) E A and SE A, let 
ZJ (a, h), S) ofis integrable on P n [a, h], where 
p=co, 11-u (( a’, b’) : (a’, h’) E S). 
This is clearly a monotone inductive operator and is in At(f). Moreover, 
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if r” is the clth iterate of r (i.e., r” = 0, Y+’ = {(a, b) : r( (a, b), f’)}, 
and p=Ua<, r” for 1 limit), one can check that (0, 1) - P” = 
U (WI: (a,b)E~a) and, if /I0 is the closure ordinal of .r, then fl,, = c(,,. 
Since r” = A and the map (a, b) H least LX with (a, b) E r’ is a n;(f)- 
norm on Y”, it follows that LYE = f10 < s!(f), so we are done. 
Assume now that f~ A with primitive F=ff; we will show that 
FE A:(f). The idea is to determine successively by recursion on c( < c(~ the 
differences F(b) - F(u) for 0 < a < b 6 1, a, b E Q, and [a, b] G [0, l] - P”, 
all in a uniform At(f) fashion. Since Pm0 = 0, this will determine 
F(b) - F(u) for a, b E Q, 0 <a < b < 1 in a A:(f) way; hence, F;E A:(f), so 
we are done. 
It will be most convenient to present this argument in the context of 
admissible sets. For this we assume familiarity with [Bar]. First we have 
to encode various objects by members of 0”‘. 
Encode open subsets of [0, 11 as follows: A code is a set s of pairs 
(a, b ), where 0 < a < b 6 1, a, b E Q. The open set coded by x is IJ <o, h) l i 
(a, 6). (When looking specifically at open subsets of [0, 11, we define inter- 
vals of the form (0, b) to contain the point 0 and those of the form (a, 1) 
to contain the point 1.) Every open set has a maximal code. Encode closed 
subsets of [0, l] by the codes of their complements. Encode a continuous 
function f: [0, l] -+ R by f (p, q, x) : I is the (maximal) code of 
f-‘((p, q)), p < q, p, q E Q}. Encode (fn) E C( [0, 11)‘” by the sequence of 
codes of the f,‘s. We can, by some further coding, view all of these codes 
as members of ww. We will denote by x, the code of the object a. Note 
that, ifgEC([O, l])“, then x,~At(g) and gear. 
Put now x = X~ Then 5 = 6 t(f) = 6 1(x) is the least admissible-in-.x 
ordinal, and since the members of w’” in L<[x] are exactly the At(x) mem- 
bers of w”, the above claim establishes that CI*< 5 and (x~),.+,E Le[x]. 
Given a closed set PG [0, l] and a function 
f: {(u,b):O<u<b~1,u,b~Q, [u,b]nP=0}+R, 
encode f by 
~,={(u,b,z):O~u~bd1,u,b,z~~,[~a,b]nP=0,z~f((u,b))}. 
Again one can identify X, with a member of e.Y. 
Denoting by fi the function (a, b ) H F(b) - F(u) for 0 < a < b < 1, 
a, b E Q, [a, b] n P” = $3, we will show that the function CI H xfU (CI 6 a,) is 
in Lt[x]. Then x/.~~E Lc[x], so x,=~ E A:(f), and since FE Af(x,$, we have 
FE A :(f) and we are done. 
By standard facts concerning admissible sets, it will be enough to find 
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Cl-definable (with parameters) partial functions H,, H, on L;[.x] such 
that, letting -xfz = .x2 for c( 6 CC~, we have 
s, E L5[s] + H,(x,) is defined and equal to x,, , , a + 1 < a,; 
(.x~ : fl <N) E LJx] 3 H2( (rP : fi < a)) is defined and equal to x,, cr limit, 
The definition of H, is rather straightforward using the fact that, if 
[a, 61 n P” = 0, then [a, h] n P” = Iz, for all large enough j < CI (c( limit, 
CcdcC,). 
We now define H,. If [a, b] n P”+ ’ = 0, then f is integrable on 
[a, b] n P”. Moreover, F(y) -F(p) is known for each [p, q] c [a, 61 such 
that [p, q] n P” = 0. So the definition of H, amounts to defining a C, 
(with parameters) partial function on LJx] which assigns to each rational 
interval [c, d], each code of a closed set E such that f is integrable on 
En [c, A], and each code of the function giving the differences F(q) - F(p) 
for [p, q] E [c, d], [p, q] n E=@, the code of the value F(d)-F(c). 
Replacing E by En [c, d], we can actually assume E g [c, n], and we will 
do so in the sequel. 
Fix therefore the datu [c,d], E, ((q,p)++F(q)-F(p)) (in terms of 
their codes). 
DEFINITION. If [c’, d’] is an interval, HC [c’, d’] is closed, {(u:, hj)) 
are the components of (c’, c?) - H, and F(q’) - F(p’) is known for each 
[p’, q’] G [c’, d’] -H with p’, q’ rationals, then F(b:) - F(a:) is known by 
continuity. If .X E H, we say that .Y is a poht of divergence of F over H if 
1 I F(K) - F(d)1 = as 
for each open interval I containing X, where the sum is taken over all i such 
that (a:, b:) meets I. Let 
H* = (X E H : x is a point of divergence of F over H}. 
We will now define recursively from the data a sequence of closed sets 
I?’ = E, E’, . . . . Ea, . . . . with E” + ’ z Em, E” + ’ nowhere dense in E”, and E” = 
0, <j. Ea for A limit, and simultaneously the values F(q) - F(p) for 
CP,ql~Cc,dl, CP,qlnE”=0,p,qEQ. 
Given E” and the values of F(q) - F(p) as above for [p, q] G 
[c, d] - E”, we define 
E or+’ = (EM)*. 
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If [p, q] G [c, d] - Ea+ ‘, then 
where {(a:, bq)} are the components of (c, d) - E” and the values 
F(by)-F(aP) are determined by continuity. Then 
where the sum is taken over the components of (p, q) - E”. 
Since, in terms of the codes, this process for c1< 5 is uniformly A, in the 
data, it is enough to show that the sequence l?‘, E’, . . . . Ea, . . . . terminates (at 
the empty set, of course) at an ordinal less than r. The argument below is 
due to Woodin. 
It is enough, by compactness, to show that E’= @. If this fails, then 
there is a rational interval [r, r’] with (r, r’) n E’ # @ and 
for some n E o. Let Op = (r, r’) - EP. For /I < 5, let S, be the set of all finite 
sets s of components of LOP with 
Clearly SBe ,!,;[x] (after some appropriate coding). Also, S, # 0, since 
otherwise 
1 I Wf) - Wf)l < a, 
Cr. r’l 
which would imply EB+’ n(r,r’)=@ and hence E<n(r,r’)=(ZI. 
For each s E S,, let 6(s) be the least ordinal 6 > b such that, if t is the 
set of components of Co6 in which the components of s are contained, then 
C I F(hf) - F(uf)l <n. 
(o;‘,hf)t, 
Note that 6(s)d5. Put 
s*(p) = sup {6(s) : SE S,}. 
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Then 
CLAIM. S*(fi)<t. 
ProoJ: By .X,-replacement, it is enough to show that, for each 
SE S,$, 6(s) < [. (Then 6 is a C,-definable function in L,[.x].) 
Fix s. We can choose for each component (a:, h”) of 0” which contains 
an element of s an interval [c;, n,] c (a”, hf) such that, if .Y,E [a!, cj] and 
yip [di, bf] for all such i, then C,I F( )I,) - F(x,)J <n. We may assume that 
[ci, di] meets each element of s contained in (a!, hf). By compactness, 
there is 6 < 5 such that PCS and each [c;. d,] is contained in P*, and 
therefore in some component of C’. Then the components (a;, hf) of 0” 
containing elements of s are just the components containing some [c,, n,], 
so the sum over such ,j of IF(h;‘)-F(af)I is less than n; therefore 
b(s) < 6 < 5. 
Now, by L,-replacement again, find 6, such that 6,~ 5 and 
B < 6, * S*(B) < 6,. Suppose s E S6o, say 
s= {(a;;, /IT), . ..) (a$ hfy). 
Find /? < 6, and 
such that 
for all .y~ E [a:, ~$1, y, E [bf,, b:]. Th en teSB. Since S*(/?)<S,, there is 
G < 6, such that the elements of t are contained in components of 6” for 
which the sum above is less than n, a contradiction. 
This completes the sketch of the proof of Ajtai’s Theorem. 
6. SOME OPEN PROBLEMS 
We have already mentioned at the end of Section 3 questions related to 
the possibility of improving the analytical expressions of Theorem 5. 
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A second problem is related to delinabillity aspects of the so-called 
“descriptive definitions of integrals” (see [S, Chapts. VII, VIII]). These are 
essentially implicit definitions like the original one of the primitive. For 
example, the Lebesgue integral F of an integrable functionf can be defined 
as the unique (up to a constant) F such that (i) F is absolutely continuous, 
and (ii) F’(x) =f(x) for almost all X. By replacing in (i) absolute continuity 
by more general conditions, one can obtain descriptive definitions of 
integrals inverting any derivative. The question is whether these conditions 
can possibly be Borel. 
Note that (ii) is Borel; if f= lim, f,,, with f, continuous and 
F,(s) = (l/n)(F(?c + l/n) -F(x)), then by the Lebesgue Convergence 
Theorem, (ii) is equivalent to 
VM>O lim 
I ’ I cp,(fn(x-)I - cp,(Fn(-~))l d,u = 0, n-r 0 
where cp,&v) = max( -M, min(M, y)). The statement that {fn} converges 
almost everywhere is Borel, since it is equivalent to 
VE>O~MVN>M min (1, Mcta;<N IfA~)-.L(x)l)dx<~ . 
. . > 
Absolute continuity is also a Bore1 condition. 
This leads to the following 
Problem. Is there a Bore1 relation BE C( [0, 11)” x C( [0, 11) such that, 
iffE CN, f= lim f~ A, and FE C( [0, 1 ] ), then F= jf- (J F) E B? 
We conjecture that the answer is no. This would be stronger than 
Theorem 4. 
Our final problem is related to another important result of Denjoy. If a 
2rc-periodic function f(x) has a trigonometric expansion 
f(x)= y c,e’““, 
II= -cc 
the coefficients (c,} are uniquely determined by Cantor’s Uniqueness 
Theorem. If f is integrable, {c,> can be computed by Fourier’s formulas. 
But how does one compute {c,} from fin the general case? This problem 
was solved by Denjoy in 1921 (see [D]) by a very complicated procedure, 
again involving translinite induction. From the definability point of view, 
this leads to the following two problems. 
Problem. Classify the complexity of T= {f~ CN: limf admits a 
trigonometric expansion}. 
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Problem. Classify the complexity of the operation f++ (c,,} for fe T, 
where lim f= f = Z-,eb”. 
From its definition T is Ci and this operation is Ai on T. However, it 
appears that Denjoy’s constructive process ought to lead to a substantial 
lowering of this complexity, perhaps to the level of Z: inductive definitions. 
If this is correct, and if one can show corresponding lower bounds, one 
would have a classification of a natural and basic concept of analysis which 
would fall strictly between two levels of the projective hierarchy. This cer- 
tainly would be a very interesting phenomenon. At this point, however, this 
is only speculation, since it is not known even whether f++ {c, i. is Bore1 or 
not (on T). 
APPENDIX: CODING Al POINTS BY NATURAL NUMBERS 
We now define a coding I of Ai members of 2” by members of a certain 
set C of natural numbers, as well as a rank function r; we will show that 
they have the properties listed in the assumption in the beginning of 
Section 2. 
We use the standard codings for partial recursive functions and for finite 
sequences of natural numbers. A function defined on the set of finite 
sequences is recursive iff the corresponding function defined on codes of 
finite sequences is recursive. A code for a recursive set (of numbers or finite 
sequences) is a code for the characteristic function of that set. 
A tree is a set of finite sequences such that every initial segment of a 
member of the set is a member of the set. For any tree T, let [T] be the 
set of infinite sequences all of whose linite initial segments are in T; T is 
called well-founded iff [ T] = 0. 
We are now ready to define the coding of Ai members of 2’“. Let ? be 
the set of all pairs (e,, e,), where e, is a code for a recursive well-founded 
tree T and er- is a code for a recursive function f: w  <” -+ 2”‘. (Identify pairs 
of natural numbers with natural numbers in some standard recursive way.) 
Given such T and L we can attempt to define a function F: wcw + 2’” by 
recursion on T as follows: if s E w<” but s $ T, let F(s) =f(s); if s E T, let 
F(s) = lim, _ ~ F(s”(n)). Let C be the collection of all (e,, e,-)~c for 
which this definition of F works (i.e., all of the required limits exist), and 
for such (e,, ef) let Z((e,, e,)) = F( ( )). Finally, let r((e,, e.f)) be the rank 
of the tree T coded by e,; that is, r((e,, ef)) = rT( ( )), where rT(s) = 0 if 
s$Tand rT(.s)=sup,E,(rT(Sh(n))+ 1) if SET. 
The proof that this coding satisfies properties (i)-(iii) is straightforward. 
Let e be a number which appears to be a possible member of C; in 
particular, e is of the form (e,, e,.), where e, and et. code partial recursive 
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functions. (If any of the following computations fails because e is not really 
in C, then the partial recursive function being computed will not be defined 
for this e.) Define c(e) to be 1 if (eT}(( )) =0 (where {eT} is the partial 
recursive function coded by er) and 0 if {eT}(( ))= 1; if c(e)= 1, define 
i(e) to be {c~>(( )). Define h(e, n) to be (ev’, ey’), where (e?‘)(S)= 
{eTj((n)“s) and {e?)}(s)= (e,‘,((n)^s). (The s-m-n theorem of recur- 
sion theory lets us define a recursive h in this way.) If e’= (e>, e;) is 
another “potential member of C,” and G is as in (iii), let g(n, e, e’) = 
(e:, e/G,“), where {e;)(s) = max( (e,}(s), {e;.}(s)) (i.e., er codes the union 
of the trees coded by eT. and e’r; it is not hard to see that r(e;l) = max(v(e,), 
r(ek)) if eT, el,E C) and (eF”}(.s”) is computed as follows: Let s be the 
shortest initial segment of s” such that {e,}(s)=0 (if (e,J(s”) = 1, let 
s = s”), and define s’ similarly using e;. Now define {eFflt (s”) = G(n, e,.(s), 
exs’)). (This works because G is continuous.) These definitions all give 
valid results if e, e’ E C. 
It remains to be shown that the range of Z is the set of di members of 
2”. If e = (e,, e,.) E C with eT and ef coding T and f, respectively, F is 
defined as before, and a = F( ( )) = Z(e), then S, = {s E w<“’ : F(s)(n) = 1) 
is characterized by the properties 
Therefore, a(n) = 1 iff there is S, as above with ( ) E S,, and a(n) = 0 iff 
there is S, as above with ( ) 4 S,. This shows that {n : ii(n) = 1 } and 
{n:IS(n)=O}are~~,so5isd~. 
Conversely, suppose ti E 2” is d :. Then (n : ii(n) = 1) and {n : ii(n) = O> 
are C!, so standard results imply that there are recursive sets 
Z?,,,Rr~~xo<~ such that, for nEw and i~(0, l}, ~~“={s:(~,~)ER~} 
is a tree, and a(n) = i iff T!“’ is not well-founded. Let Ti”’ be the set of finite 
sequences s such that there is a sequence s’ of the same length as s with Vk 
s’(k) <s(k) and S’E Fi”‘. Then T:.“’ is also a tree, FI”’ E Tin), and, if s, s’ 
have the same length and Vk s’(k) < s(k), then s’ E Tin’ implies SE T(“‘. 
Also, if x E [ Tj”‘], then Ff”’ contains arbitrarily long sequences s’ such that 
Vk<length(s’) s’(k)<x(k), so by the K&rig infinity lemma there is 
x’ E [ Fy)] with Vk x’(k) < x(k). Therefore, T)“) is well-founded iff Fin) is 
well-founded. 
Fix a one-to-one recursive function j : o x o --+ o such that j(0, 0) > 0 
and j(n’, ml) d j(n, m) whenever n’ < n and m’ < m. For any finite or infinite 
sequence s and any n EO, let (s), be the sequence (s(j(n, 0)), s(j(n, l)), . ..). 
where this is defined as far as possible. Now define a tree T as follows: Put 
( ) in T. If s # ( ), put SE T iff there is m <s(O) such that (s)*~E Tb”” 
and (s)*~+ I E Tim). Also, define a function f: uco + 2” by: f(( >)= 
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(0, 0, 0, . ..). if s # ( ), then f(s)(m) = 1 iff WI <s(O) and (s)~~ E Tr’. It is 
clear that T and f are recursive, so let e,. and e,- be codes for them and let 
e = (e,, ef). 
Since exactly one of Tc’ and Tim’ is well-founded, it is easy to see that 
T is well-founded. Now, fix ZE w’” such that, for each M, (z)~~,+~,~,, E 
[Tgyi,]. If SEO<(” and s(i) 3 z(i) for all i < length(s), then (s)~~,+~(,,~, E 
Tjl;;, for each m; furthermore, if s$ T. then (s)?,,+ 1 -+,, $ Ti’:‘,,,,, for 
rn <s(O). Therefore, f(s) = (5 r ~(0))~ (0, 0, . ..) for such s. If F is defined 
for e as in the definition of C and Z, then F(s) = (5 rs(O))^ (O,O, . ..) 
whenever Vi < length(s) s(i) 2 z(i) and s 4 T; an easy induction on T shows 
that this holds even when SE T (but s # ( )). Therefore, F( ( )) = 
lim, + Km F(<n))=lim,,, (ii rn)“(O,O,...)=Z, so eeC and Z(e)=ti. 
This completes the proof that the coding has the stated properties. 
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